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Art 1 study guide

Java Game: Flashcards, matching, concentration, and word search. AB Linean element of art that is the path of a moving point though space ShapeA 2 dimensional area that is defined in some way. formobjects with 3 dimensions colorectal element of art, which is derived from reflected light spaceAddition element of art that refers to emtiness or the area between the
around,below, above or in objects texture element or art that refers to how things feel or look as if they have been touched by an element of art that describes the darkness or lightness of the object RhythmIn accordance with art, which indicates movement by repeating elements or object Balanceprinciple art deals with balancing visual forces , or elements, in an artwork. Balancing
Proportions Principles of art regarding the size of the relationships of one part to another varietyPrinciple art deals with differences or contrast Blind contourdrawing with looking at paper Modified contours of the sheet on paper for 9 seconds and paper for 1 sec HB pencilhard, draw easily 2B penciltraditional value, medium 5B pencil for shading shielding stump to make softer
values by tethering eraser eraser value compositional image plane , the rule of the third middle artist works in Miniature Drawings, which are going to expand the principles of the artist to organize elements of artistic elements of artWhat we do art with the program CSET was developed by the Commission for Teacher Credentials (CTC) to help teachers candidates to meet basic
skills and subject competence. CSET art practice issues assess your knowledge throughout the field of art and expression, as well as history, culture and art theory. Part of your class is based on your art portfolio. What is a CSET art exam? The California Subject Exams for Teachers (CSET) were designed and conducted as a major step in the California state teacher credentials
process. The CSET arts exam is specific to future teaching candidates who want to teach art in California public schools. The CSET arts exam, which consists of two partial exams, was designed to ensure California students receive a highly effective, high-quality education across the board. If you are trying to become an art teacher in the state of California, you may be required to
pass a CSET Art exam. The CSET arts exam is just one part of the credential process for potential California teachers. To meet all the necessary criteria, check with the administrators of your state-approved teacher training program and the California Commission for Teacher Credentials before registering for the CSET Art exam. The CSET Art test consists of two sub-tests. You'll
pay $133 for subtest I and $134 for Subtest II, or $267 if decide to submit both sub-tests. The cancellation of the tests must be completed at least 24 hours before the scheduled date of the test. Once you have submitted your withdrawal request, you will receive a full refund within four weeks of your request. If you do not cancel the test, show up or neglect to submit a withdrawal
form, you will not receive a refund. What is the passing score for the CSET Art Exam? The passing score for the CSET art exam is 220 per subtest. In fact, 220 is the passing score for all CSET subtests. Your official score report will be available within 7 weeks of the scheduled test date. If you do not receive the score you need to pass the CSET Art exam, you can pass each
subtest as many times as necessary. What does the CSET Art test cover? The CSET Art test consists of two sub-tests (140 and 141). Both sub-tests are computer tests (CBTs) consisting of 50 multi-choice questions and 4 constructed answers apiece. You will receive 2 hours and 45 minutes per test, a total of 5 hours and 30 minutes for the whole test (consisting of both sub-
tests). It is important to note that Subtest II also requires the presentation of an artistic portfolio. Make sure you come prepared with high-quality photographic representations of your artworks to present at the test center on exam day. Each CSET Art sub-test refers to content relevant to standards relating to specific educational areas. Domains, number of multi-choice questions
and constructed answers and basic content are as follows: Subtest I:Aesthetic valuation, 20 multi-choice questions, 1 extended built answer to questionsDeriving meaning, decision making informed judgments, etc. Cultural and historical context of fine art and artistic perception, 15 multi-choice questions, 1 short (targeted) built answer To the questionArt and society, world art, etc.
Artistic perception, 15 multi-choice questions, 1 short (focused) built answer, 1 short (focused) art drawings, design principles, etc. Subtest II: Creative expression, 30 multi-choice questions, 1 extended (portfolio) built answer to a question, 1 short (focused) built-in answer, 1 short (focused) drawingCreation of original art, two-dimensional art and design, three-dimensional art and
design, media, emerging art forms, etc. Connections, applications, relationships, 10 multi-choice questions, 1 short (targeted) built-in answer To questions and links between fine arts and external disciplines, visual literacy, art-related careers, etc. History and theory of learning in art, 10 multi-choice questionsTheories of learning in art, art and human development, etc. Test
Preparation Now that you have a better understanding of expectations, and the basic structure of the CSET art exam, what's next? The most effective means of Your success in the CSET Art exam is thoroughly prepared using the most comprehensive materials for the preparation of tests available to consumers. Mometrix Test Preparation has developed exactly what you need in
the CSET Secrets study guide. The CSET Secrets study guide includes authentic CSET exam content as well as experts' tips on reducing test anxiety, recalling important information, and earning the high scores you need to pass the CSET art exam at the first attempt.  As a companion to cset's secret study guide, Mometrix Test Preparation has also developed a comprehensive
set of CSET exam cards and an in-depth CSET Practice Test. Read the CSET Secrets study guide, assess your knowledge, skills and abilities with CSET Cards and CSET Practice Test, and pass the CSET Art Exam at the first attempt. Attempt.
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